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so                                                                              
good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask the theologian it's                                              
thursday and i'm delighted that you are                                         
here                                                                            
normally i would be telling you that                                            
thursday we have ezekiel bible study but                                        
tonight                                                                         
i am off sorry to let you know that so                                          
no thursday night bible study tonight or                                        
greek class for those of you who are in                                         
that                                                                            
but we take your biblical theological                                           
and worldview questions today                                                   
and uh delighted to uh do that                                                  
and to look at what you've got going on                                         
this uh beautiful day and uh i'll get                                           
all my questions uh up and uh running                                           
here there we go                                                                
and uh we had some that                                                         
came in from yesterday let me check on                                          
these here                                                                      
uh like uh daniel chapter 10 linda's got                                        
a question lyndon lexington good to see                                         
you                                                                             
in daniel 10 you were saying that daniel                                        
saw                                                                             
jesus and said jesus talk to him                                                
is that right i was noticing walvard and                                        
larkin said that he saw jesus but                                               
gabriel is the one talking to him okay                                          
uh                                                                              
so let's go to daniel chapter 10 linda                                          
is making a reference to                                                        
uh a comment that was in my sunday                                              
sermon actually                                                                 
uh and we were talking about something                                          
that actually we talked about in                                                
this uh this this program                                                       
last week and that is whether or not                                            
michael could be the restrainer                                                 
from second thessalonians i                                                     
think that's uh that looks like the best                                        
case scenario to me                                                             
is michael the archangel now to do that                                         
that led us back to daniel chapter 10                                           
and in chapter 10                                                               
we came to daniel chapter 10 verse 5 i                                          
lifted up mine eyes and looked and                                              
behold                                                                          
a certain man clothed in linen whose                                            
loins were                                                                      
girded with fine gold of ufas                                                   
some of the best gold you can get uh now                                        
it was my contention that this                                                  
certain man is the the                                                          
messiah the pre-incarnate christ now                                            



uh so you're correct that it                                                    
is what i said that daniel was talking                                          
to this man                                                                     
now you say walvord larkin said that he                                         
saw jesus                                                                       
but gabriel is the one talking to him                                           
they might be right                                                             
uh i was not looking at the passage from                                        
that                                                                            
particular point of view so let's go                                            
back into daniel chapter 10                                                     
and see who is actually talking to him                                          
uh because perhaps i got that wrong so                                          
in verse 5                                                                      
certainly we have this certain man                                              
clothed in fine linen                                                           
his body was like barrel his face was                                           
the appearance of lightning his eyes                                            
were lamps of fire his arms and his feet                                        
like uh the color                                                               
polished brass the voice of his words                                           
were like the voice of a multitude so                                           
here certainly he hears the voice or                                            
they wouldn't know what the voice was                                           
like                                                                            
that doesn't tell us exactly again what                                         
we've got now i think from verses 5 and                                         
6                                                                               
pretty clearly here what you've got is                                          
a vision of the pre-incarnate christ so                                         
daniel catches this vision but notice in                                        
verse 7                                                                         
i daniel alone                                                                  
saw the vision the men that were with me                                        
saw not the vision but a great                                                  
quaking fell upon them so that they fled                                        
to hide for                                                                     
hide themselves so this tells me this                                           
was                                                                             
a this was not just a vision that took                                          
place                                                                           
in his head this was a true                                                     
uh revelation and uh the word vision                                            
here let's see uh apparition okay                                               
uh so it really did happen it was not                                           
you know the kind of oh i've just seen a                                        
vision that that did not take place in                                          
time and space this took place in time                                          
and space but                                                                   
those with him a great quaking fell                                             
upon them or a terror fell upon them                                            
they fled and hid themselves and so they                                        
didn't see it                                                                   
now verse 8 therefore i was left alone                                          
and saw this great apparition if you                                            
will                                                                            
and there remained no strength in me for                                        
my                                                                              
comeliness was turned in me into                                                
corruption and i retained                                                       
no strength yet i heard the voice of his                                        
words i heard the voice                                                         



of his words and when i heard the voice                                         
of his words then i was in a deep sleep                                         
on my face                                                                      
on my face and my face toward the ground                                        
and behold                                                                      
a hand touched me which set me up on my                                         
knees and upon the palms of my hands and                                        
he said to me                                                                   
so here i think this question and                                               
probably where wahlberg and larkin are                                          
going from                                                                      
is have we switched right here                                                  
a hand touched me and set me                                                    
up on my knees upon the palm of my hands                                        
and he who is he that is speaking                                               
i think of course the                                                           
the most natural reading it seems in the                                        
english translation at least the most                                           
natural reading would be seemed that                                            
this same one the voice is a multitude                                          
that is with me and this is the vision                                          
that i'm seeing and i'm flat on my face                                         
and then a hand                                                                 
and he puts it together as the same just                                        
a natural rendering of it                                                       
but uh                                                                          
that's always worth questioning the                                             
assumption                                                                      
is this hand could you follow some cross                                        
references and find no that's a                                                 
different one because we know from over                                         
here                                                                            
uh it's a possibility i don't see it                                            
just again in the uh                                                            
in a normal reading of the text so he                                           
said to me                                                                      
let's uh okay he is the pre-incarnate                                           
christ or he                                                                    
perhaps being gabriel or some other said                                        
to me                                                                           
oh daniel a man greatly beloved                                                 
understand the words that i speak to                                            
thee and stand upright for unto thee i                                          
am now sent and when he had spoken this                                         
word unto me i stood trembling again                                            
that seems to be the same certain man                                           
that is speaking to me                                                          
verse 12 daniel said then he said unto                                          
me fear not daniel                                                              
for from the first day that thou did set                                        
thine heart to                                                                  
understand and to chasten thyself before                                        
god thy                                                                         
words were heard and i am come for thy                                          
words                                                                           
but the prince of the kingdom of persia                                         
withstood                                                                       
me one in 20 days but lo michael one of                                         
the chief princes came to help me                                               
and i remained there with the kings of                                          
the per of persia                                                               
and now i am come to make thee                                                  



understand now okay                                                             
walvard and larkin both of whom uh you                                          
know have very good scholarly work                                              
dispensational work uh good prophecy                                            
work                                                                            
uh i i think their argument is going to                                         
be worthy of hearing                                                            
they probably i haven't read the                                                
argument but probably they are saying                                           
that this can't be the pre-incarnate                                            
christ because                                                                  
the pre-incarnate christ cannot be held                                         
up                                                                              
by the prince of the kingdom of persia                                          
for 21 days                                                                     
he's got more power than this he's got                                          
more strength from than this                                                    
and there's no way that he would need                                           
michael's assistance                                                            
uh i don't know i don't know that i bar                                         
by the argument again pardon me for not                                         
uh obviously for not having read the                                            
argument maybe i'm                                                              
maybe this is not their argument at all                                         
my hunch however is that that's the                                             
argument                                                                        
uh i think of jacob as he wrestled with                                         
god                                                                             
and he wrestled all night long with him                                         
uh                                                                              
you know is is god sort of stringing him                                        
along                                                                           
and maybe so but                                                                
certainly it's not just a deal of you                                           
know jacob wrestles with god and boom                                           
jacob sorry you lost as uh the famous                                           
words of him say one little word shall                                          
fail                                                                            
is that the devil is the prince of the                                          
past                                                                            
and he was in daniel's day as well uh                                           
and that the                                                                    
in my interpretation the prince of the                                          
kingdom of persia                                                               
in verse 13 is one of the devil's                                               
demonic forces                                                                  
you've really got the power of hell if                                          
you will                                                                        
going up against uh jesus himself                                               
uh can that last for 21 days                                                    
looks to me like it did last for 21 days                                        
now maybe from that you could say                                               
that's got to be gabriel we have gabriel                                        
in some of the                                                                  
other context and maybe you could uh                                            
point that in                                                                   
i'm just not so sure that in the normal                                         
reading of the text                                                             
that this is what you get and of course                                         
if the plane sense makes common sense uh                                        
seek no other sense uh and                                                      
um as we put                                                                    



this uh i'm gonna back up just to see if                                        
i have any notes                                                                
that in daniel chapter 10 verse 7 my own                                        
personal notes                                                                  
does say this is the second messenger                                           
of chapter 10 verses 4 through 21.                                              
now we started again in uh four                                                 
um in in five five was the certain man                                          
so even i in my original notes put that                                         
as a second messenger i didn't                                                  
name him as gabriel i suppose                                                   
that i had a reason for writing that                                            
obviously                                                                       
and if i went back to that session on                                           
daniel i perhaps stated that reason more                                        
than i did here                                                                 
so it looks like in the original when uh                                        
when i                                                                          
when i originally studied daniel i                                              
probably went                                                                   
more the direction of walvord and larkin                                        
that it's somebody else then at that                                            
point speaking to him                                                           
uh which means somebody else is                                                 
is uh battling with the prince of uh                                            
uh of the kingdom of persia and that was                                        
probably my thinking                                                            
uh then now uh even as eric says                                                
it's just hard for me to imagine jesus                                          
having any kind of challenge from a                                             
created creature                                                                
and and it is that that is the that is                                          
the hurdle                                                                      
i think worthy of us to put down                                                
and look at the christophanies perhaps                                          
uh and as i said in the sunday sermon                                           
this is a christophany                                                          
a pre-incarnate appearance of jesus                                             
manifestation of jesus                                                          
the second person of the trinity anyway                                         
we should probably say um                                                       
and so that is hard to imagine i think                                          
that's probably why                                                             
again i went with uh this                                                       
um this earlier you know there's there's                                        
got to be two messengers                                                        
and why walvert and larkin do it but                                            
let's chew on that a little bit                                                 
uh see if we can carry this out because                                         
again                                                                           
it does appear the normal reading of the                                        
text                                                                            
is it's this same verse all the way                                             
through i don't want to                                                         
read in uh that this has got to be                                              
a second verse simply because it's hard                                         
for me to imagine jesus having any kind                                         
of a challenge                                                                  
uh and is there                                                                 
uh is there this challenge                                                      
because there is more additional going                                          
on in the scene                                                                 



is there this challenge because uh                                              
jesus is prohibited from just wiping out                                        
the kingdom of persia                                                           
uh and allowing you know the                                                    
the issue this is where persia and                                              
greece come in remember i talked about                                          
some of the behind-the-scenes uh stuff                                          
in that particular sermon where uh some                                         
of that uh comes together                                                       
so uh lots of uh                                                                
fodder to chew on there that i'm not                                            
sure that                                                                       
we necessarily can answer but                                                   
uh definitely worthy of uh looking into                                         
and uh carrying out uh that                                                     
investigation to see there i appreciate                                         
uh your                                                                         
question there linda thank you for that                                         
uh by the way before i get into the next                                        
question                                                                        
let me uh um ah scofield thanks                                                 
uh jerry schofield says verses uh four                                          
through nine                                                                    
is a theophany in that case uh scofield                                         
then                                                                            
if he says four through nine of course                                          
uh verse 10 is when this hand touched me                                        
scofield must also whether he says it or                                        
not uh                                                                          
carry that verse 10 is not                                                      
a theophany assuming that he's talking a                                        
theophany in the sense that i am which                                          
is a christophany                                                               
uh is he referring to the second person                                         
of the trinity                                                                  
uh but nonetheless theophany christopher                                        
s christophany verse 10 looks like                                              
schofield then would be saying okay                                             
in verse 10 we've got a different uh                                            
fella come along                                                                
and it's you you can read that out of                                           
there again                                                                     
behold a hand touched me not necessarily                                        
the hand of this one here of the voice                                          
of his words but a hand touched me and                                          
this                                                                            
hand set me up on my knees and he                                               
now a hand doesn't speak so it's not you                                        
know the hand                                                                   
said to me so then we have to                                                   
posit the idea that the voice                                                   
that is connected to the hand but there                                         
are a number of times in                                                        
prophetic scripture we've run across a                                          
few of them lately                                                              
that you do have a disembodied hand if                                          
you will we                                                                     
we've run across that a couple times in                                         
ezekiel and of course daniel you have                                           
that uh                                                                         
hand also that comes and does the                                               
handwriting on the wall                                                         



uh so okay                                                                      
um thanks for reading uh                                                        
scofield for me jerry uh says verses 10                                         
through 15 as an                                                                
angel and in the context gabriel would                                          
be the most likely angel we know it's                                           
not michael he's busy                                                           
but uh gabriel does show up a couple of                                         
times in daniel                                                                 
so that i think there's there's                                                 
certainly                                                                       
a very good valid                                                               
reason to take it as a gabriel or an                                            
angel but i'm not sure we could just                                            
necessarily                                                                     
nail that down and have that uh                                                 
you know as a as a definite uh without                                          
uh regard to                                                                    
anything that's going on now this week                                          
speaking of schofield we have                                                   
uh the special on this week uh of the                                           
hardback scofield bibles                                                        
and uh we got the regular size brand or                                         
the                                                                             
uh big bigger print uh and                                                      
uh this is uh other than i have a                                               
leather covered one this is what i use                                          
on the in the pulpit uh                                                         
and uh i use it in my own personal study                                        
as well uh but every now and then we're                                         
just able to get a good uh                                                      
sent off uh and i think this one's like                                         
1749 and                                                                        
34. regular fifty dollars the                                                   
in large print is much more expensive uh                                        
but uh regular fifty take off thirty                                            
percent                                                                         
it brings it into thirty something uh i                                         
wanna say i don't have a price tag on                                           
this but but i'm pretty sure 1749 on the                                        
on the discounted price they're awfully                                         
nice that hardback is awfully nice if                                           
you want to um                                                                  
just uh keep um                                                                 
keep one on your desk now                                                       
did you notice the african violets bloom                                        
look at that isn't it beautiful                                                 
we've got blooms on the african violet                                          
ready to go                                                                     
linda thanks for your question i                                                
appreciate                                                                      
that uh and um                                                                  
i'm having a little uh once again some                                          
troubles with my questions uh today they                                        
just keep disappearing from me                                                  
um and uh                                                                       
so i'm going to uh have uh                                                      
nathan bring up my youtube chat so maybe                                        
i can                                                                           
see him there or he's working on it                                             
right now this is where i should be                                             
talking about you know buy a book buy a                                         



book                                                                            
uh well he gets all of that hey but i                                           
will tell you one thing while he gets me                                        
all fixed up there                                                              
i'll tell you uh one thing that uh we do                                        
have and i'm excited about this you all                                         
know that i've been talking about our                                           
publishing ministry                                                             
and uh starting to do out of randy white                                        
ministries                                                                      
uh old um uh                                                                    
old resources uh that they're such                                              
good ones from 1890 to 19 10 19 15                                              
20 that are forgotten and readable                                              
and just filled with                                                            
unbelievable truth uh                                                           
and getting these out there again                                               
just has not been cost effective because                                        
really you're not going to sell a whole                                         
lot of these                                                                    
and in addition to that even things like                                        
several of you have been asking for uh                                          
this chart right here god's revelation                                          
of transition                                                                   
uh the national gospel and the                                                  
individual gospel we've already got that                                        
laid out to print                                                               
but to send it off to prince it                                                 
again it just is not cost effective so                                          
we're bringing some printing in-house                                           
you all have been generous                                                      
we got an anonymous donor that                                                  
has said he will match                                                          
up to a thousand dollars in your                                                
donations                                                                       
and this is wonderful news for those of                                         
you                                                                             
for example who maybe you got ten                                               
dollars or twenty or fifty dollars uh to                                        
give                                                                            
and you might have been thinking well                                           
what is that you know with a four                                               
thousand dollar need what uh what is                                            
that                                                                            
uh and uh so you haven't done it but                                            
here now your ten dollars becomes twenty                                        
dollars your fifty dollars becomes a                                            
hundred dollars your hundred dollars                                            
becomes two hundred dollars                                                     
and uh uh to give to that now we do have                                        
if you go to the donation page at                                               
randywhiteministries.com                                                        
just click donation right there or dot                                          
com either one and                                                              
you'll end up on this page to give to                                           
our regular budget                                                              
uh ministry you just do as you all have                                         
always done and                                                                 
fill it in right there but if you'd like                                        
to give to the publishing ministry you                                          
just                                                                            
click here and now we do have this is                                           



rwm publishing ministries you can put in                                        
the amount                                                                      
you can make it recurring if you'd like                                         
put in your details and your uh                                                 
payment information all on a secure page                                        
right there and you just uh                                                     
pay that and it will be matched uh                                              
and i'm uh certainly excited uh                                                 
for that uh okay                                                                
now let's uh see                                                                
um see here where                                                               
we are at and                                                                   
um                                                                              
we will uh now i'm getting all caught up                                        
here                                                                            
uh sue in new jersey can you                                                    
tell me whether dph can get a wide                                              
margin scofield king james version                                              
bible uh                                                                        
not really um                                                                   
there are some available out there but                                          
not on a wholesale basis                                                        
uh these are publishers that have                                               
brought it in-house                                                             
and because they brought it in-house                                            
they're able then to manipulate                                                 
the text and make what they want uh i                                           
would recommend                                                                 
uh uh church bible publishers                                                   
um and                                                                          
that is at                                                                      
uh churchbiblepublishers.com                                                    
uh they do have a wide margin                                                   
uh scofield bible and uh                                                        
chur again church biblepublishers.com                                           
um and they'll have one we                                                      
uh unfortunately we have been unable to                                         
um                                                                              
to to find these again without uh                                               
printing them ourselves and even at this                                        
we're not                                                                       
into the bible publishing business                                              
because that's very specialized with uh                                         
uh you know different kind of paper uh                                          
and all that kind of stuff that uh goes                                         
maybe someday but uh we're not there at                                         
this uh                                                                         
point so uh but because of that oxford                                          
who uh                                                                          
sells the uh schofield bible they                                               
really sell it in uh three formats uh                                           
there's uh the large brand this print                                           
and a smaller one but there's no wide                                           
margin and then there's a number of                                             
different covers you can get on it that                                         
uh you know manipulate the outside but                                          
outside of that it's really three of                                            
them and that's uh that's                                                       
it and that's all you've got                                                    
unfortunately but church bible                                                  
publishers does those in-house and you                                          
can                                                                             



check with them good people up in                                               
uh michigan carrying out                                                        
uh their work there and                                                         
uh excuse me while i reach down here and                                        
grab a keyboard                                                                 
uh and i am going to                                                            
unable to get all those questions popped                                        
up where they need to be                                                        
and so i if you write question real big                                         
uh please so that i make sure that i get                                        
those                                                                           
we'll take them and hopefully i won't                                           
miss any of yours here's one that comes                                         
in from rick dr white can you run                                               
through the concept of the sovereignty                                          
of god                                                                          
how is it usually defined is the usual                                          
definition biblically accurate what                                             
definition would you                                                            
give carry on commander                                                         
well that's the first time i've been                                            
called the commander                                                            
let's first of all uh                                                           
if i can spell sovereignty um                                                   
let's just go and do a an internet                                              
search on what is the sovereignty of                                            
god i figured we would get a calvinist                                          
right up first and                                                              
here's john piper uh                                                            
let's uh see here sovereignty of god                                            
what does it mean that god is sovereign                                         
got questions okay there's the place to                                         
go for the standard evangelical answer                                          
god's sovereignty is one of the most                                            
important principles in christian                                               
theology as well as one of the most                                             
hotly debated why should it be hotly                                            
debated that god is sovereign                                                   
maybe because they mess with the                                                
definitions                                                                     
but it's one of the most hotly debated                                          
whether or not god is                                                           
actually sovereign is usually a topic of                                        
debate                                                                          
that means god is sovereign or he is not                                        
sovereign but                                                                   
here's the issue and this is where this                                         
uh common conception of sovereignty of                                          
god                                                                             
always gets into the calvinist the                                              
calvinists say                                                                  
if god is not the one to determine                                              
that your sweet little neighbor get                                             
cancer                                                                          
then he's not sovereign if god is not                                           
the one that determined                                                         
that uh you know all those babies got                                           
aborted and flushed down the toilet then                                        
god is not sovereign if god is not the                                          
one who                                                                         
brought the economic downturn if god is                                         
not the one who delivered                                                       



the coronavirus if god is not the one                                           
who blew that soldier's leg off                                                 
in afghanistan then he is not sovereign                                         
and this is where they go with it it is                                         
just this foolish                                                               
absolutely foolish and utterly stupid                                           
definition of sovereignty                                                       
now it uh supposes                                                              
uh for for example that uh                                                      
if i allow something to happen                                                  
in my life that i could have stopped                                            
then i could not have stopped it and                                            
that's just                                                                     
it's asinine is what it is and again i                                          
i have lost all patients with calvinists                                        
i used to think they were just                                                  
nice people and they understood things a                                        
little differently than i did or they                                           
had a                                                                           
great intellectual no they have most of                                         
them                                                                            
have just they they they they poured in                                         
this bucket of stupidity into their                                             
brain theological stupidity that came                                           
from john piper and                                                             
al mohler and uh rc sprole and                                                  
uh then they zipped up their brain and                                          
they put locks on it and they closed                                            
their ears and they're not gonna allow                                          
anything else to come in no                                                     
no no this is calvinism                                                         
i mean i'll be happy to debate a                                                
calvinist about it if you want if you                                           
actually                                                                        
i i will not debate a calvinist if                                              
they're going to talk about the                                                 
westminster creed                                                               
because i don't give a warm bucket of                                           
spit for the westminster creed catechism                                        
heidelberg whatever it is                                                       
you know whichever one you want to go if                                        
you want to take the word of god you                                            
want to deal with the word of god                                               
we can talk about it but so the the                                             
calvinists again they believe                                                   
that god has to kill babies in order to                                         
be sovereign                                                                    
god has to give you cancer in order to                                          
be sovereign god has to determine that                                          
you're                                                                          
you hit your your thumb with the hammer                                         
that god did that because god is                                                
sovereign                                                                       
again it's a it's a childish asinine                                            
unbiblical view of sovereignty which is                                         
not                                                                             
sovereignty at all their god is so tiny                                         
that he cannot choose to allow                                                  
things that you and i might choose to                                           
allow in our lives                                                              
we let things go on in our home and our                                         
business and our whatever it is                                                 



that uh we may not like them but it uh                                          
it it happens we're sovereign we we know                                        
where it's going to go                                                          
we know what the consequences are we we                                         
choose whatever it is                                                           
and we allow it to happen and they don't                                        
allow                                                                           
god to do that in their sovereignty                                             
so whether or not god is actually                                               
sovereign                                                                       
is a topic of debate all mainstream                                             
christian sects agree that god is                                               
preeminent in power                                                             
and authority god's sovereignty is a                                            
natural consequence of his omniscience                                          
omnipotence omnipresence                                                        
what's subject what is subject to                                               
disagreement                                                                    
is uh what's subject to disagreement is                                         
to what uh they should work on that                                             
sentence a little bit but uh                                                    
the area of disagreement is to what                                             
extent                                                                          
god applies his sovereignty specifically                                        
how much he controls and exerts his will                                        
over men                                                                        
when we speak of the sovereignty of god                                         
we mean he rules the universe but then                                          
the debate begins over                                                          
when and where his control is direct                                            
and when it is indirect by the way i                                            
don't think there's                                                             
uh really in terms of the sovereignty of                                        
god there's no such thing as                                                    
indirect control                                                                
there there are times in which uh                                               
the uh you know devil is the god of this                                        
age and uh god is not                                                           
indirectly controlling him                                                      
uh he can do it because he's sovereign                                          
but he's not really indirectly                                                  
now the concept of the sovereignty of                                           
god i think that the sovereignty of god                                         
means that god can do whatever he wants                                         
to do                                                                           
pretty simple uh he's sovereign he can                                          
do whatever he wants to do                                                      
if as sovereign he wants to                                                     
establish an age a dispensation                                                 
in which he allows the gospel to be                                             
proclaimed                                                                      
and anyone who hears the gospel to                                              
receive the gospel                                                              
or to reject the gospel he can do it                                            
because he's sovereign and i think                                              
that's exactly what he                                                          
has done if he has decided                                                      
i am going to give my full the full                                             
revelation of the word                                                          
i am going to allow that to to enable a                                         
man to be perfect                                                               
thoroughly equipped unto every good work                                        



uh perfect for every work of god                                                
i'm going to let him to study to show                                           
himself to be approved                                                          
and i am going to set certain parameters                                        
of the nature and of the world that are                                         
going to                                                                        
be in effect i'm going to tell that to                                          
man                                                                             
and then i'm going to let him have                                              
dominion                                                                        
over the earth just like i said i was                                           
going to do if he wants to do that                                              
he can do it that's my view of the                                              
sovereignty of god                                                              
uh and uh that is to say if god wants to                                        
go on vacation he can go on vacation                                            
he's sovereign if he wants to allow                                             
the world which he created to run                                               
like it was supposed to run he can do it                                        
because he's sovereign and                                                      
um so i i think that                                                            
any time you get into the issue of                                              
sovereignty of                                                                  
uh the sovereignty of god you                                                   
are going to um                                                                 
get in the area of calvinism because                                            
this is the area in which uh                                                    
they love to talk about in fact if you                                          
see something you know like uh                                                  
sovereign grace uh                                                              
that's that is uh saying god                                                    
only is gracious to those whom he                                               
sovereignly wants to be gracious to                                             
and the others for his glory he lets                                            
them burn forever and                                                           
he sends them to burn forever in hell                                           
it's his choice                                                                 
uh so you get as soon as you get into                                           
sovereign                                                                       
sovereignty you've gone to uh battle                                            
in in the uh calvinist grounds now the                                          
calvinist used that because the                                                 
sovereignty of god of the glory of god                                          
those really are kind of married                                                
together in the calvinist mind the                                              
sovereignty of god and the glory                                                
of god they put that together and they                                          
put out                                                                         
out front now what kind of christian                                            
that comes in and maybe they've come                                            
from                                                                            
a uh you know super shallow evangelical                                         
church                                                                          
and they uh they                                                                
uh are tired of that and they say you                                           
know i'm tired of these go get them                                             
tiger sermons                                                                   
i'm gonna try a church that's into the                                          
word and they go and here's this uh                                             
church and you know it's uh uh                                                  
got this fella up there this that opens                                         
the bible and he reads lots of scripture                                        



and he sounds very serious                                                      
and uh he says you know what we're about                                        
in this church is the sovereignty of god                                        
the glory of god we live and exist for                                          
his glory                                                                       
and for his sovereignty and he's the one                                        
in control                                                                      
and that sounds so much better than                                             
the purpose-driven life that they got                                           
sick of after 15 minutes because it was                                         
like                                                                            
uh who's that um                                                                
oh well his name left me now the the uh                                         
kind of the young guy that used to he's                                         
old now but                                                                     
um anyway it was a motivator um                                                 
and you know they get the they get the                                          
salesmanship and all that and that gets                                         
sick after a while they they look for                                           
something more oh no this is not about                                          
me                                                                              
like that church this is about god i                                            
like that and they get in there but                                             
again                                                                           
soon as they get in there they they open                                        
up their brain                                                                  
they allow the priest of the sovereign                                          
grace church and that's what they are                                           
by the way they take a priestly form the                                        
the calvinism does not have a pastor                                            
it's got a priest who is the go-between                                         
between you and god                                                             
and they allow him to pour in the                                               
kool-aid then they lock it down                                                 
and uh they're they're caught in that                                           
thing and it's uh                                                               
uh terrible i think okay uh                                                     
another question from rick out in the                                           
left coast as a fellow civil war history                                        
fan did you know                                                                
that there was a decisive major battle                                          
in new mexico territory on march 26                                             
uh through 28 1862 the battle of gloria                                         
to pass have you seen                                                           
any monuments yes yes                                                           
yes uh but                                                                      
sadly um                                                                        
it was said i don't know that this is                                           
totally true i don't really think it is                                         
the i used to hear all the time that uh                                         
gloria pass was the uh westernmost                                              
battle of the civil war                                                         
and uh at                                                                       
uh here's um let's see                                                          
the national park um version that uh                                            
well that is                                                                    
pecos there uh                                                                  
there's a little time travel through                                            
glorieta pass you could                                                         
this is the national park service but i                                         
was looking for                                                                 
the um uh                                                                       



the pictures of the monuments uh i'm                                            
gonna go to                                                                     
images right here sadly                                                         
um this monument                                                                
uh right here i'm not sure i can read                                           
that                                                                            
in loyal honor of the texas                                                     
mounted volunteers                                                              
sibley's brigade who died in service at                                         
glorieta pass march 28                                                          
1962 erected by the texas division of                                           
the uh                                                                          
united daughters of the confederacy in                                          
1939.                                                                           
this monument has been defaced in recent                                        
days                                                                            
unfortunately by uh                                                             
the uh the all the you know                                                     
don't get me started i'm trying to have                                         
a good attitude                                                                 
um but uh                                                                       
you know only our lives matter group um                                         
and the                                                                         
i believe also at the plaza                                                     
in santa fe i think this monument                                               
here is also to the glory at a pass                                             
at least that uh comes up there and i                                           
think that is fairly true here's a                                              
a roadside                                                                      
historical marker that speaks about this                                        
we've got these uh signs just like this                                         
all over the                                                                    
state of new mexico because we have such                                        
rich history                                                                    
uh of the uh battle at gloria pass it's                                         
just                                                                            
e uh east of santa fe uh maybe a little                                         
south and east of santa fe                                                      
uh it is unfortunate that the monument                                          
has been                                                                        
uh defaced here just in recent days uh                                          
but i've been there and                                                         
quite a few times actually i've been                                            
there it's been a long time but i've                                            
been there if you go if you drive along                                         
i-25 you drive through glorieta                                                 
the little town of glorietta and                                                
actually the                                                                    
if you're southern baptist everybody                                            
every southern baptist knows about                                              
glorietta                                                                       
every southern baptist knows about                                              
glorietta there was a                                                           
huge encampment uh there that from the                                          
50s                                                                             
up until uh i don't know five ten years                                         
ago                                                                             
uh uh brought in thousands and thousands                                        
and thousands of southern baptists for                                          
really uh great inspiration great                                               
training back in the days                                                       
uh as a matter of fact i met my wife at                                         



glorietta                                                                       
and i got engaged at glorietta in the                                           
prayer gardens praying about marriage                                           
nonetheless southern baptist ran that                                           
thing into the ground and then finally                                          
uh gave it away for a dollar                                                    
which was thief it was it's it's a                                              
it was thievery honestly but we won't                                           
get into that                                                                   
now might i say one more thing before we                                        
get back into theology here                                                     
that is that right here in taos new                                             
mexico                                                                          
at the plaza which is two blocks down                                           
that way                                                                        
uh there was a                                                                  
i don't know that you would call it a                                           
battle that's why i said maybe it's not                                         
the westernmost battle it was a skirmish                                        
anyway where the confederacy                                                    
came in lowered the american flag                                               
raised the confederate flag here in the                                         
taos plaza                                                                      
the locals came in who were much more                                           
sighted with the union                                                          
the locals came in they                                                         
quickly uh chased the confederacy off                                           
brought the confederacy flag down put                                           
the american flag back                                                          
up because of that our flag right here                                          
in the taos plaza                                                               
is one of just a handful in the united                                          
states that the united states                                                   
uh congress i don't know if this is                                             
senator house i want to say this is                                             
senate purview but                                                              
we'll just say the congress has uh                                              
authorized that flag to fly                                                     
24 7 365. most others of course have to                                         
come down at sundown                                                            
our flag is authorized to always be up                                          
uh and and it is always up uh                                                   
as a reminder of uh that little skirmish                                        
that took place right here in the taos                                          
plaza come on over i'll show you all                                            
some history so much of it here                                                 
um okay um                                                                      
question from greg what do you think of                                         
extra                                                                           
extra church organizations or para                                              
church organizations like crew                                                  
when we used to share with someone when                                         
i was in college they said the sinner's                                         
prayer                                                                          
and we would follow up with them but we                                         
would basically pat them on the butt                                            
tell them to go find a bible believing                                          
church how does a new believer know what                                        
a bible believing church is                                                     
a good point that you've got here uh                                            
with crew used to be campus crusade for                                         
christ and so many other other                                                  



para church organizations they're not                                           
the local church                                                                
they go out and they do say work of                                             
evangelism                                                                      
and uh then you know they uh they                                               
lead someone it was uh uh what what did                                         
the crew use                                                                    
for for spiritual laws campus crusade                                           
use the four spiritual laws so you share                                        
the four spiritual laws                                                         
uh which is not really the best rightly                                         
divided gospel tract but                                                        
um hey you know some people got saved                                           
legitimately uh god is gracious                                                 
they get saved hey now campus crusade                                           
then                                                                            
that's what they that's all they do so                                          
that person is sort of left they go find                                        
them a                                                                          
a bible believing church do they end up                                         
in you know the lutheran                                                        
or the presbyterian or the baptist or                                           
the methodist or the catholic or                                                
uh the bible church or where do they end                                        
up                                                                              
i kind of you know it's anybody's guess                                         
hopefully some of them said hey you know                                        
i go                                                                            
over here to this church why don't you                                          
come with me uh but there was a lot of                                          
just sort of                                                                    
that sort of evangelism that was done                                           
out there now extra                                                             
or para church organizations i think                                            
there                                                                           
uh there are sometimes some roles in                                            
which a para church organization can                                            
come alongside to                                                               
help the church uh in an                                                        
area in which the church may call them                                          
for help                                                                        
but i think most of these organizations                                         
begin to take on a life of their own in                                         
place of the church                                                             
and i think that can be a very dangerous                                        
thing and                                                                       
they tend to lose their focus because                                           
they're not tied                                                                
to a local church when you tie something                                        
to a local church                                                               
it uh has a lot more scrutiny than when                                         
it becomes a                                                                    
para church organization and                                                    
now you could say by the way in a sense                                         
randy white ministries is a para-church                                         
organization we're not a local church                                           
uh we do bible questions and bible uh                                           
teaching                                                                        
and uh that's uh that's that's our role                                         
that's our ministry so uh you know                                              
it's again is this a church no                                                  
so do i think there can be a place                                              



for a ministry to provide                                                       
uh you know missions evangelism and some                                        
other things                                                                    
gideon's is a parachurch organization i                                         
think they can                                                                  
i do think again the danger is not                                              
sticking by the stuff and crew i think                                          
is a                                                                            
very good example of not sticking by the                                        
stuff and                                                                       
not working with the local church                                               
especially when you're dealing with                                             
evangelism and missions not deep not                                            
working with the local church                                                   
to make sure that you haven't just                                              
birthed a baby that you're going to then                                        
leave out there on the sidewalk and                                             
even the billy graham organization they                                         
probably were a little better at it than                                        
crew was but they were very much this                                           
parachurch organization                                                         
that uh left some of those things                                               
hanging out there and                                                           
uh uh lift it uh in a bad way i think                                           
that                                                                            
uh the local church is                                                          
where uh where ministry ought to be                                             
taking place can i say i've said this                                           
before so i guess i can say                                                     
it's my program right if                                                        
local churches were doing their job                                             
randy white ministries probably would                                           
not exist                                                                       
that is because in local churches                                               
that are teaching the bible                                                     
two or three or four times a week nobody                                        
has                                                                             
time for randy white ministries                                                 
so they would just they would just not                                          
do it                                                                           
and uh yet                                                                      
the local church doesn't and so                                                 
sometimes some of these organizations do                                        
come in                                                                         
and fill in the gap now unfortunately i                                         
think down through the                                                          
through the days uh para church                                                 
organizations have probably                                                     
uh been less helpful uh across the board                                        
than we wish they were um and there                                             
there's uh greg's further comment i                                             
think we were off in the gospel in our                                          
gospel anyway the four spiritual laws                                           
uh which uh                                                                     
are um uh what god                                                              
loves you and has a wonderful plan for                                          
your life i believe isn't that um                                               
what we've uh                                                                   
how how the here we go here's a here's a                                        
picture let me see if i can uh                                                  
bring that up uh god loves you                                                  
we are sinful and separated only through                                        



jesus christ can you                                                            
know and experience god's love and                                              
salvation                                                                       
we must receive jesus as savior and lord                                        
now someone has actually edited this                                            
just a bit and uh improved on that i                                            
think from the uh                                                               
the gospel tracts                                                               
that originally came out i'm trying to                                          
as it was originally and all i'm finding                                        
is the                                                                          
cover there without uh going                                                    
yeah here's uh this is this is what i                                           
remember                                                                        
number one god loves you and offers a                                           
wonderful plan for your life                                                    
well uh god so loved the world yeah                                             
no doubt about it uh does he offer a                                            
wonderful                                                                       
plan for your life you know                                                     
uh uh it's                                                                      
um that that                                                                    
implies or or seems to                                                          
convey if you want a bmw                                                        
follow jesus now i know that's not                                              
necessarily what they meant to say                                              
and i know that's probably not what they                                        
felt or were trying to say                                                      
but the wording of that certainly god                                           
loves you and has a wonderful plan for                                          
your life                                                                       
uh went beyond                                                                  
the the uh truth of uh god's word there                                         
uh                                                                              
and and then the uh the second thing not                                        
only does god love you notice                                                   
i said this is uh an abbreviated or a                                           
edited version                                                                  
uh so god loves you yeah he does we're                                          
sinful                                                                          
uh and separated from god this is true                                          
uh but we're actually separated from god                                        
whether we're sinful or not                                                     
we're separated from god because of the                                         
curse                                                                           
because of what adam and eve did because                                        
we're born as descendants of adam                                               
and so when you say we're sinful                                                
i think if you read the four spirits of                                         
lost booklet i don't have one here but                                          
if you read the four spiritual laws                                             
booklet                                                                         
because we're sinful we need to confess                                         
our sins we need to repent of our sins                                          
all the things that go along with that                                          
uh is it untrue that we're sinful and                                           
separated no it's not really untrue                                             
it's the the things that are associated                                         
with the way they worded that only                                              
through jesus christ can you know and                                           
experience                                                                      
god's love and salvation now the problem                                        



here and again i think the booklet                                              
probably did better than this                                                   
abbreviation of it right here but the                                           
problem here                                                                    
is uh only through jesus can you know                                           
and experience god's love and salvation                                         
nothing there about the death burial and                                        
resurrection of                                                                 
jesus christ and again i think that's                                           
more in the booklet than it is                                                  
here we must receive jesus as savior and                                        
lord                                                                            
boy you can you can go a lot of                                                 
different directions with that and you                                          
put that in the hand of                                                         
an untrained college student and say you                                        
know go tell people to receive jesus as                                         
savior and lord                                                                 
no telling what they're going to going                                          
to come up with what their background                                           
is so i think there were uh                                                     
many uh uh issues there uh                                                      
god bless you eric christophany study                                           
and rabbit trail in my near future                                              
amen uh going back to that daniel uh                                            
comment                                                                         
and looking at some of those because uh                                         
it                                                                              
really does uh uh tie into uh so much                                           
you know if uh uh                                                               
notice another comment uh here if uh if                                         
it's jesus in daniel 10 beginning in                                            
verse                                                                           
verse 10 uh then why would we need                                              
an assistance against anyone or anything                                        
near the end of the chapter                                                     
which is what you get in here so                                                
certainly a lot of                                                              
uh trails to follow there and see which                                         
one it is                                                                       
or if we can even understand it may be                                          
one of those and sometimes prophecy is                                          
in which we have to say here is a viable                                        
scenario                                                                        
and here is another viable scenario and                                         
we have two viable scenarios that the                                           
scripture does not totally answer                                               
and so we have to live with a little bit                                        
of mystery on it uh                                                             
and to be comfortable with that um                                              
and uh bring bring that uh that through                                         
thank you uh                                                                    
for that um                                                                     
and uh let's                                                                    
see um                                                                          
ah yeah that's uh good mr                                                       
mueller i always ask calvinist to                                               
explain ezekiel 4                                                               
the point where god changes his mind so                                         
to speak on the dung                                                            
yeah cook it in human dung i'm not doing                                        
that                                                                            



okay go get an animal done yeah where's                                         
the                                                                             
the sovereignty of god in that actually                                         
he uh                                                                           
allowed ezekiel a little uh word in                                             
there didn't he and                                                             
uh uh to uh uh                                                                  
have um some uh                                                                 
some some thought on that um                                                    
going back to glorietta greg's right                                            
from gloria to klein's corners in the                                           
summer                                                                          
all one would see our texas plates                                              
presumably baptist headed to glorietta                                          
uh do you you know new mexico                                                   
is a a huge tourist state as you know                                           
but do you know that during in the 1970s                                        
and into the 80s                                                                
glorietta baptist conference center was                                         
actually                                                                        
the number one tourist attraction in the                                        
state of new mexico                                                             
and brought in more dollars than any                                            
other                                                                           
tourist attraction and uh                                                       
close to more people and there's                                                
carlsbad caverns obviously that would                                           
have bumped it in more people                                                   
but literally uh one two three                                                  
thirty five hundred thousand you know                                           
three thousand people                                                           
every week would come come come                                                 
so you take you know uh you you got                                             
easily 20 25 000 people during the                                              
summer alone                                                                    
and they're staying a week so they're                                           
spending                                                                        
lots of money uh and again southern                                             
baptist just                                                                    
ruined the thing and ended up giving it                                         
away for a dollar                                                               
uh literally a dollar um                                                        
and uh it it's honestly shameful but uh                                         
done with that chapter uh and                                                   
uh don't have to worry about that uh                                            
see if i got all these questions again                                          
sorry we had a little bit of a                                                  
hiccup uh there i think i did uh so let                                         
me say just a                                                                   
couple of things again before we go                                             
today one                                                                       
is that again unfortunately we are not                                          
having bible study tonight this happens                                         
to be                                                                           
grandkid week at the white house and                                            
so i've got three grandkids there and                                           
you know pops has to do his grandpa time                                        
when he can and so                                                              
i will be at home tonight enjoying                                              
family and uh glad to have all of them                                          
uh                                                                              
around this week uh just for a few days                                         



so i'm going to take that                                                       
and appreciate you allowing me to do                                            
that i know you                                                                 
understand uh and then uh secondly                                              
let me uh remind you that                                                       
dispensationalpublishing.com you can go                                         
right there to the weekly special and                                           
get those skillfield bibles hardback                                            
version for                                                                     
uh 30 off uh 1749 and 34.90                                                     
and then let me also uh say once again                                          
just in case you missed it we're                                                
delighted that                                                                  
we do have a uh a donor to match                                                
your uh gifts to the publishing ministry                                        
of randy white ministries and you can go                                        
to randywebministries.org                                                       
click the publish excuse me click the                                           
donation button                                                                 
and there you'll see a an additional                                            
link for the publishing button you can                                          
give a dollar                                                                   
it'll be matched to two dollars you can                                         
give ten dollars to twenty dollars                                              
a hundred dollars so you know whatever                                          
you want five hundred dollars you                                               
whatever you go for it uh                                                       
and uh i appreciate uh all of that                                              
and uh the african violet is blooming                                           
and so                                                                          
all is well here on the home front                                              
and uh uh let's see someone said                                                
uh we need uh pictures well let's see                                           
uh here uh here is uh                                                           
pops and jackson just this morning                                              
uh putting together legos that's what i                                         
did before i                                                                    
came in uh here today is uh put together                                        
legos with jackson uh                                                           
and uh oh well there's uh                                                       
there's yesterday yesterday morning we                                          
built                                                                           
uh lincoln logs and did some                                                    
politically incorrect play there with                                           
cowboys and                                                                     
indians shooting each other uh and                                              
uh yeah we had some uh fun with that one                                        
uh let's uh let's see here ah                                                   
here's uh here's uh                                                             
pops throwing jackson in the river well                                         
that's not really a river is it it's a                                          
spring                                                                          
and we were out for a walk and he wanted                                        
to touch it so you know had to                                                  
pick him up there throw him in um                                               
and there he lived to tell about it just                                        
in case you were wondering                                                      
um and uh                                                                       
uh let's uh oh there we go there's our                                          
precious little girls born                                                      
uh i don't know how to turn that around                                         
but uh                                                                          



uh born march 16th                                                              
this is sophia here on the top march the                                        
16th march the 17th we have hallie                                              
uh this is hannah's daughter this is                                            
nathan's daughter                                                               
and uh sophia and halle meeting each                                            
other for the first time                                                        
so we've had a delight and it's been                                            
just uh wonderful well thanks for uh                                            
being with us here today on ask the                                             
theologian ah i                                                                 
can't go yet i got one more question i                                          
see dima online                                                                 
how much miracle water should i order                                           
from the reverend                                                               
peter popoff                                                                    
um you know was it                                                              
just a few i don't know weeks or months                                         
ago was it                                                                      
jim baker was selling some sort of                                              
silver uh                                                                       
potion that uh also was going to uh heal                                        
um you know the miracle water                                                   
it's always worthy of consideration                                             
never worthy of purchase                                                        
and i i would recommend a good vacation                                         
in new mexico and get some mountain                                             
spring water                                                                    
and that                                                                        
uh you know that's the uh                                                       
i mean look it it totally healed him                                            
just touching that water that's the kind                                        
of miracle water you need                                                       
and it's free well unless you live in                                           
east texas uh i i don't know a lot of                                           
that uh                                                                         
bottled water does come from your                                               
neighborhood doesn't it dima uh                                                 
thanks for the for the good question and                                        
oops uh push the button there                                                   
uh again we'll be off tonight uh                                                
and uh we'll see there must not be ticks                                        
there no                                                                        
you know i've never encountered a tick                                          
uh                                                                              
in the time that i've walked through all                                        
of those uh                                                                     
uh grasses and uh little uh uh springs                                          
and all that kind of stuff uh i suppose                                         
there are ticks because there's a thing                                         
called rocky mountain tick fever                                                
i just never have found one it's not a                                          
big thing like uh                                                               
it i i find them more when i'm in                                               
lowland woods                                                                   
as in missouri arkansas                                                         
east texas all that not so much                                                 
up here uh thanks for being with us each                                        
one of you i appreciated                                                        
your donations your kindness your                                               
prayers your questions                                                          
and i'll be back tomorrow morning for                                           



ask the theologian will be in the studio                                        
and look forward to                                                             
taking uh your questions there so we'll                                         
see you 10 a.m tomorrow                                                         
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